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Abstract

The dynamics following T1 transformation of foams, during which certain foam films shrink and others grow, was
modelled. Variation in surface tension due both to change insurfactant concentration and viscous drag was taken into
account. Surfactant transfer was also taken into account, which was assumed to take place between connected films
and to be caused by the Marangoni effect. Two models were considered in the first instance, one treating the two
sides of shrinking films to be identical and another treatingthem to be different. Numerical results show plausible
behaviours in certain parameter regimes, however with several potential issues. In particular, in one model, singularity
was observed above a certain value of the surfactant mass transport coefficient, while such an event was avoided in
the other model, as large tension differences between adjacent films are then suppressed. Analysing the results and
comparing the models, with a view to applying them to a hexagonal honeycomb foam (rather than just to an isolated
set of films), led to a possibility of further improvement; namely incorporating an inter-system surfactant transfer
and variation in both surface tension and surfactant concentration along individual films, on top of the mechanisms
already considered. Inter-system surfactant transfer wasreadily incorporated into a third model, which again displayed
plausible behaviour.
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1. Introduction

Foam is widely applied in different industries such as
brewing of beer, oil recovery, pharmaceutical and med-
ical applications [1, 2, 3]. However, due to the topo-
logical and geometric complexity of fully 3D foams,
mathematical models for 3D foam dynamics tend to
be complicated and expensive to implement and visu-
alise [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Therefore, in order to reduce
complexity to enable simpler modelling, foams con-
fined between two parallel plates separated by a small
distance, considered as “2D” foams, have been stud-
ied [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
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For 2D foam dynamics, modelling the topological
transformation of foams known as T1 transformation
has been of significant interest in the research litera-
ture [28, 29]. The T1 process is the topological change
which can be caused due to imposed strain [30], and
it is essentially a switching of neighbouring bubbles,
as described in Fig. 1. When foam is strained to the
extent where four films meet at a single vertex, the
vertex becomes energetically unstable and splits into
two threefold vertices [31]. Modelling T1 transforma-
tions is also of great practical interest, in particular for
sectors involved with microfluidics, such as fine phar-
maceutical and biomedical applications [3]. For ex-
ample, since a T1 transformation involves switching
of neighbouring bubbles, obtaining an accurate model
of the dynamics of T1 process enables one to con-
trol the timing of T1 events [3]: bubble contact time
and hence e.g. reaction time in a lab-on-a-chip mi-
crofluidic device (where the bubbles might be used to
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Fig. 1: Structural change that foam films undergo during a T1 trans-
formation. In (a), the vertical film is shrinking due to imposedstrain,
until it shrinks to the extent where 4 films meet at a single vertex as
depicted in (b). A new film is created under the effect of surface ten-
sion forces, and its (half)length is denoted byx as shown in (c). In
the case where the interfaces on either side of each shrinking film are
treated as identical, the newly created film keeps stretching until in-
cluded angle 2α becomes 120◦, as shown in (d). Here (d) also shows
the labelling of the interfaces (modulo symmetry).

transport reactants, and where moreover the stability
of the film between the bubbles might depend on the
T1 [32]) can thereby be precisely controlled. A num-
ber of models to simulate foam dynamics have been
developed and studied, such as the bubble model, the

Potts model, the vertex model and the viscous froth
model [10, 14, 16, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
However, these existing models are not always suit-
able to model the T1 transformation dynamics properly
(see Embley and Grassia [41]). Some of the major is-
sues include failing to account for appropriate surfac-
tant transfer mechanisms (such as the appropriate mech-
anisms described in [42]), failure to vary surface tension
on foam films with time and not being able to represent
the geometry of a (dry) foam accurately: eventually, af-
ter a T1, the system should reach an appropriate final
state where all films are of roughly comparable lengths
and meet at 120◦ angles.

A model which can potentially resolve some of those
issues was devised by Durand and Stone [28], taking
varying surface tension into account with a plausible
surfactant transfer mechanism. Recently we performed
a careful analysis of Durand and Stone’s model and
its consequences [43]. We discovered that Durand and
Stone did not address all of the aforementioned issues
such as varying surfactant concentration or surface ten-
sion on each and every film, and reaching an appropri-
ate final state. The present work therefore is focused on
modifying the model by Durand and Stone to address
those issues amongst others.

2. Theory

The model by Durand and Stone (which describes
film relaxation following T1 transformation of foam)
can be interpreted in two different ways. On the one
hand, it could be considered to represent 5 isolated films
contained in a frame – as e.g. Fig. 1 shows. On the
other hand, it could be considered to represent a rectan-
gular unit cell out of a periodic hexagonal honeycomb
(in which case the corners of the rectangular unit cell in
Fig. 1 represent the midpoints of shrinking films). These
two systems are somewhat different, and we focus on
the former system in the first instance, returning to the
latter system towards the end of the paper.

Fig. 1(c) and (d) show the labelling of the system. In-
terfaces 1, 2 and 3 refer to the newly created stretching
film, the side of shrinking film directly attached to in-
terface 1 and the other side of the shrinking film respec-
tively. Meanwhilex is the (half)length of interface 1,L
is the length of interface 2 or 3, andα is half of the angle
between the shrinking films. The model is based on the
tension balance

γ1 = (γ2 + γ3) cosα (1)

whereγi is the so-called ‘total’ surface tension of an in-
terface and the subscripts (i = 1, 2, or 3) refer to the
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interface labels. The total surface tensionγi may be ex-
pressed as

γi = γ0 − ǫ ln
ci

c0
−
µ

ci

dci

dt
(2)

whereǫ is the Gibbs elasticity constant,ci is the surfac-
tant surface concentration (on interfacei), t denotes time
(so that dci/dt is the rate of change of surfactant con-
centration),µ is the surface viscosity and the subscript
0 represents the (initial) equilibrium condition. The first
two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (2) represent the
static surface tension of an interface given by the Lang-
muir equation of state [44], and the third term represents
the (surface) viscous drag on the interface such that the
sum of these gives the total surface tension acting on the
interface. Like Durand and Stone we envisage a model
for which total surface tension and surfactant concentra-
tion are assumed spatially uniform along each interface,
but can vary from interface to interface, and also vary
with time. Settingγ2 = γ3 = γ0 at all times reproduces
the Durand and Stone model [28]. Here however we
wish to extend beyond Durand and Stone.

Since interfaces 1 and 2 are connected and have dif-
ferent tensions during the T1 process, it is plausible to
consider that surfactant is transported between the films
by the Marangoni effect. The difference in total tension
rather than the static surface tension was assumed to be
the driving force and, for simplicity, a linear relation-
ship was assumed so that the transport mechanism may
mathematically be expressed as1

d(c1x)/dt = D(γ1 − γ2) (3)

where D is the empirical Marangoni surfactant mass
transfer coefficient2. Overall mass conservation de-
mands that

d
dt

(c1x) = −
d
dt

(c2L) . (4)

1Some support for a mass transfer relation of this type can be
obtained by appealing to fluid mechanical arguments matching the
Marangoni stress to the viscous shear stress at film surfacesassoci-
ated with velocity gradients across the film thickness in thepresence
of bulk film viscosity.

2It is not possible for Eq. (3) to replicate Durand and Stone’smodel
with any constant value ofD, but the model can be replicated by al-
lowing D to evolve in a very specific (albeit somewhat artificial) way
over time. InitiallyD must be very small – because the surfactant mass
transport rate in Durand and Stone is tied to the growth rate in film
length, which scales at first with the initial film length itself. However
the growth rate of film length then undergoes a dramatic increase –
even whilst the film is quite short [43]: the dimensionlessD peaks
at a value between 2–3 (depending on theǫ value). SubsequentlyD
decreases, and indeed, for any finiteǫ, the finalD must vanish (this is
the only way to sustain unequal surfactant concentrations assumed in
Durand and Stone’s final state).

Whilst the true interfilm mass transfer is undoubtedly
more complex than Eq. (3) suggests, the model provides
a convenient yet plausible theoretical framework within
which parametric behaviour of a T1 can be studied.

Initial conditions are imposed as follows. We assume
that interfaces are initially at equilibrium surfactant con-
centrationci = c0 for each interface (i = 1, 2 or 3). This
is reasonable provided the process that causes the T1
to occur in the first place (e.g. coarsening and/or im-
posed strain) is itself inherently much slower than the
time scale for the T1 relaxation [45], meaning that T1s
tend to occur only intermittently. We can choose the ini-
tial value ofx to have any small value, much less than
the total film length of the system. The smaller the ini-
tial value ofx, the drier the foam we are attempting to
model [45]. The model described above is mathemati-
cally well-behaved3 all the way down tox→ 0, so (for
simplicity) we chose the initialx to be zero.

With the fundamental mechanisms and conditions
mentioned above, two models will be considered in
what follows, each representing the ‘5 films in a frame’
situation envisaged in Fig. 1 but with different assump-
tions on surfactant exchange. In the first model the
surfactant concentration on interface 3 will be crudely
made equal to that of interface 2, as in the Durand and
Stone model (albeit both concentrations will now differ
from equilibrium), allowing eventual equality of con-
centrations on all three interfaces, but necessarily “los-
ing” surfactant to the bulk of the film or the vertex (see
[28, 43] for details). This is problematic as surfac-
tant exchange with the bulk should be typically much
slower than surfactant mass transport between films by
the Marangoni effect. Hence in the second model, con-
servation of mass on the interface will be regarded as
paramount, i.e. surfactant on interface 3 cannot ex-
change mass with the bulk, leading to treating inter-
faces 2 and 3 differently. The models referred to above
will be named model 1 and model 2 respectively. Sub-
sequently we will attempt to adapt the models for the
T1 from the ‘5 isolated films in a frame’ to the case of
a periodic honeycomb structure. This requires surfac-
tant transfer between interface 2 and an attached peri-
odic copy of interface 3. This will lead to consideration
of a third model, named model 3.

3This good behaviour in thex→ 0 limit is a contrast from Durand
and Stone’s original model [28]. Ifx is initially zero in that model,
then x remains identically zero for a well-defined, finite time, after
which it begins to grow at a finite rate [43]. In order to avoid this non-
smooth behaviour, the initialx was chosen to have a small but finite
value in the analysis of the Durand and Stone model [43]
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3. Results and discussion

Eqs. (1)–(3) constitute a set of ordinary differential
equations for film lengths and film surfactant concentra-
tions that can be readily solved numerically – we used
the built-in numerical differential equation solver from
the commercial software Mathematica. The variables in
the governing equations were normalised4 in such a way
thatγ0, c0 andµ are all unity, whilstLx =

√
3 andLy = 1

with non-dimensional units (see Fig. 1(b) for definitions
of Lx andLy). Parametric studies in the dimensionless
analogues ofǫ andD (which, for economy of notation,
we continue to denote by the original symbolsǫ and
D) were then carried out for the two models. Litera-
ture [28] suggests that the dimensionlessǫ can be up to
order unity, but for certain surfactants it may be permit-
ted to adopt values which are much smaller [30]. First
principles estimates of the dimensionlessD are difficult
to obtain – depending on the estimation procedure one
adopts, values can be obtained that are much smaller
than unity or much larger than unity (see appendix). In
what follows, numerical results of the various models
will first be discussed individually, based on which a
comparison and a general discussion will follow.

3.1. Model 1: treating interfaces 2 and 3 as identical

Fig. 2 shows some of the results produced by
model 1, assumingǫ=1 and eitherD=1 or D=5. Both
film lengths and concentrations evolve in plausible
ways. Interface 1 stretches and interface 2 shrinks to
attain the equal angles between all films in the final
state. Initial rapid decrease inc1 (the surfactant cov-
erage on interface 1) is observed, followed by a gradual
increase to the final value. The initial rapid decrease in
concentration is due to mechanical relaxation (stretch)
taking place faster than surfactant can migrate from in-
terface 2. After approaching the final film length, me-
chanical relaxation ceases and surfactant transfer due to
physico-chemical relaxation (i.e. Marangoni driven sur-
factant flux) becomes the dominant process, observed as
the gradual increase inc1. Meanwhile, at least for the
caseD = 1, c2 (the surfactant coverage on interface 2)
generally evolves in an analogous manner; that is, the
concentration increases due to rapid shrinkage, then de-
creases gradually due to surfactant transfer.

4Our non-dimensionalisations correspond to dividing lengths by
the (dimensional) distanceLy, dividing film tensions byγ0, dividing
surfactant surface coverages byc0, and dividing time byµ/γ0. The
dimensionless analogue ofǫ is obtained by dividing the dimensional
ǫ by the valueγ0. The dimensionless analogue ofD is obtained by
dividing the dimensionalD by the factorc0Ly/µ.
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Fig. 2: Evolution with time of the T1 process in model 1. The y-axis
corresponds to length and concentration for (a) and (b) respectively.
Lengths, times and concentrations are all non-dimensionalised here.

As D is increased, say fromD=1 to D=5, surfac-
tant transport becomes more sensitive to the tension dif-
ference so that physico-chemical relaxation takes place
faster. This is evidenced by the absence of initial in-
crease inc2 as it can be interpreted that surfactant mi-
grates from interface 2 to interface 1 faster than it builds
up due to mechanical shrinkage, as can be seen in
Fig. 2(b). However this transferred material facilitates
the shortening of interface 2 and the lengthening of in-
terface 1, with the result that mechanical relaxation also
takes place faster.

The model fails above a critical value ofD (≈ 18.3 for
both the valuesǫ = 0 andǫ = 1) in which case the model
becomes singular and cannot be solved (as a proper sin-
gle valued functionx(t)). In fact, the model predicts un-
realistic behaviour of near-instantaneous jumps in both
film length and concentration withD close to the criti-
cal value. Physically, this catastrophic behaviour of the
system can be considered as follows. A large value of
D leads to a high mass transfer rate i.e. large value
of d(c1x)/dt in Eq. (3). High mass transfer rate leads
to rapid change inc1 and x by d(c1x)/dt = xdc1/dt +
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c1dx/dt. The rapid change inc1 leads to higher surface
tension, in particular a strong surface viscous contribu-
tion to the total surface tension, by Eq. (2). Higher sur-
face tension leads to an even higher mass transfer rate
and thus the system evolves catastrophically. In reality
however, such fast catastrophic evolution is unlikely to
be observed, so there must be a flaw within the model.
To the extent that a model treating surface tensions and
surface concentrations as spatially uniform along indi-
vidual films is reasonable, one way to avoid this pre-
dicted catastrophic behaviour may be that the empirical
mass transfer coefficientD experimentally never attains
such large values. Alternatively, the problem may be
that the tensions in interfaces 2 and 3 actually differ,
which is the situation considered in Section 3.2.

3.2. Model 2: treating interfaces 2 and 3 as evolving
differently
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Fig. 3: Evolution with time of the T1 process in model 2. The y-axis
corresponds to lengths and concentrations in (a) and (b) respectively.
Lengths, times and concentrations are all non-dimensionalised here.

Fig. 3 shows some of the numerical results produced
by model 2. Since interface 3 is, in model 2, isolated
from interfaces 1 and 2, it can be observed in Fig. 3(b)
that c3 does not attain the same final concentration as

c1 andc2, at least on time scales short compared to the
time required to diffuse surfactantacrossfilms between
surfaces and film interiors. As a consequence, the vari-
ous films have different tensions in the final state, sim-
ilarly to the original Durand and Stone model. Hence
films meet at unequal angles to satisfy the tension bal-
ance, as can be inferred from Fig. 3(a). As evidenced
in Fig. 3(a), increasingǫ causes the finalx to decrease,
i.e. the final state structure diverges from a fully chemi-
cally equilibrated structure (films meeting at 120◦) with
increasingǫ. This is plausible, since a larger value of
ǫ means the tension is more sensitive to concentration,
so thatγ3 decreases relative toγ1 andγ2 which in turn
results in greater deviation from the equal angle state.

As the value ofD is increased, the system evolves
faster in a similar way to model 1, but remarkably a
critical catastrophic value ofD does not exist under any
conditions in model 2. This may be attributed to the
force balance of model 2. When surfactant flux is very
sensitive to surface tension difference due to large value
of D, the system arranges itself such that surface ten-
sionsγ1 andγ2 are nearly the same, keeping surfactant
flux finite and thus avoiding a catastrophic behaviour.
This is possible with model 2 because the force balance
Eq. (1) may still be satisfied owing to the fact thatγ3

can, unlike in model 1 (where necessarilyγ3 = γ2), be
significantly less than eitherγ1 or γ2. Indeed a signif-
icant drop inγ3 has been found to occur (data are not
shown here) due to rapid shrinkage of interface 3 lead-
ing also to rapid increase inc3.

3.3. Comparison of models 1 and 2
From the individual results, it is clear that the main

differences between the two models are in the final state
and in the presence or absence of the critical value of
D. Geometrically, the final state achieved by model 1
is evidently more symmetric than that by model 2 as
it achieves equal film angles. However, the final con-
centration is lower than the concentration at the initial
instant when the T1 transformation starts: the concen-
trations at the initial instant can only be recovered by
invoking another surfactant transport mechanism (e.g.
surfactant exchange between film surface and bulk).
This lower concentration in the final state is due to the
fact that the total film length on which surfactant is con-
served (i.e.x + L) of the final state is longer than that
of the initial state, and the concentration of surfactant
on interface 3 (in model 1) is forced to be equal to that
of interface 2. Thus, even though model 1 allows the
system to reach a final state geometrically equivalent to
full chemical equilibration, it is still incomplete in re-
gards of the evolution of concentration of surfactant.
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Model 2 does not itself attain a final state with equal
film angles. However, the modelled dynamics is plausi-
ble (avoiding catastrophe for any chosenD) suggesting
that treating interfaces 2 and 3 differently is crucial in
order to model film dynamics accurately. There may be
ways in which catastrophe can be avoided in model 1
also: e.g. restricting the permitted values ofD, and/or
allowing D to be time-dependent, and/or switching to a
nonlinear relationship between surfactant flux and ten-
sion in lieu of Eq. (3) and/or recognising that tensions
actually vary spatially along interfaces and not merely
between one interface and the next. However switch-
ing to model 2 appears far more straightforward, fur-
ther supporting the idea that interfaces 2 and 3 should
be treated differently.

Fig. 4: A periodically replicated system producing a hexagonal hon-
eycomb structure. As shown, such a structure can be constructed by
joining copies of the ‘5 film’ system considered in this work.

Based on the above comparison, it is worth speculat-
ing whether the 5 film approach used in this work, as
shown in Fig. 1, can be modified to the case of a peri-
odic honeycomb structure shown in Fig. 4 undergoing a
T1 process under applied strain, and indeed whether an
improved version of the model may be posed. First on
symmetry grounds, the Plateau state (120◦ film meeting
angles) still must be attained when modelling the pe-
riodic honeycomb structure as it clearly is the true final
state for this particular system, but this must be achieved
without artificially losing mass from interface 3 (an is-
sue with model 1). The only way to do so is by con-
sidering surfactant flow in and out of each ‘unit cell’ of
the system. Fig. 4 shows a periodic honeycomb struc-
ture represented by multiple ‘5 film unit cells’ systems
joined together. Since interface 3 is connected to a copy
of interface 2 in the neighbouring unit cell (interface 2′)
and likewise interface 2 connects to a copy of interface 3
denoted interface 3′, any inequality in concentrations at

the connection point will induce a Marangoni flow tend-
ing to oppose that concentration inequality.

A simple special case arises when surfactant transport
across the connection point between interfaces 2 and 3′

is assumed to be far more efficient than that between
interfaces 1 and 2. One then obtains a model where total
tension is uniform along the entire length 2L of the joint
interface 2-3′, i.e. γ3 = γ2 (and alsoc3 = c2). We refer
to this situation as model 3, and analyse it in the next
section.

3.4. Model 3: a model for relaxation of a periodic hon-
eycomb structure

Mathematically the equations governing model 3 are
very similar to those for model 1, except that the surfac-
tant conservation equation is now

d
dt

(c1x) = −2
d
dt

(c2L) . (5)

in lieu of Eq. (4). This apparently minor change reflects
the fact that for a periodic honeycomb structure there
is surfactant flux across geometrically fixed symmetry
points, while there are also points with no flux across
them, which are not geometrically fixed (see Fig. 5).

x

L

with no surfactant flux across it
moving point

with surfactant flux across it
symmetry point
geometrically fixed

Fig. 5: Segment of a relaxing honeycomb at a given instant in time,
showing the geometrically fixed symmetry point and also the point
which surfactant (located on the left hand interfaces of thefilms which
join together there) cannot cross. The dashed lines show theconfigu-
ration at an earlier point in time.

Results for model 3 are shown in Fig. 6. Model 3
reaches (like model 1) a final state which is a Plateau
state (120◦ angles). However final concentrations on
films (denotedc1 and c2) are now higher (not lower)
than the equilibrium concentration (again see Fig. 6).
This is because surfactant now spreads over a total film
lengthx+2L, and this decreases asx increases, whereas
x+ L (the length accessible to surfactant on interfaces 1
and 2 in model 1) increases with increasingx.

Model 3 (like model 2, but unlike model 1) also does
not exhibit any critical or catastrophic behaviour asD
increases. Instead, in the very largeD limit, Eqs. (1)–
(3) can be satisfied by makingγ1 andγ2 become small
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Fig. 6: Evolution with time of the T1 process for (a) lengths and (b)
concentrations, according to model 3.

quantities, withγ3 = γ2 always in model 3: in dimen-
sionless termsγ1 andγ2 each becomeO(1/D), but nec-
essarily remain unequal, as otherwise Eq. (1) would be
violated except in the Plateau state. This requires that
the surface viscous term in each case nearly cancels the
static tension, and moreover that interface 1 is suffi-
ciently strongly coupled to interface 2-3′ that material
elements on all interfaces 1, 2 and 3′ shrink at nearly
the same rate.

The reason why such a solution for largeD is ad-
missible in the case of model 3, but not in the case
of model 1, is connected to the above observation that
x+ 2L is a decreasing function ofx, whereasx+ L is an
increasing function ofx. Static surface tension can only
be cancelled by surface viscosity when film material el-
ements are shrinking, never when they are stretching.
For model 3, the total available length of filmx + 2L
shrinks asx grows, whereas for model 1, the only way
to decrease the total available length of filmx + L is
to decreasex: decreasingx, however, immediately ‘un-
does’ the T1 transformation.

3.5. Shear across film thicknesses

We have seen in the previous section that model 3 has
a number of attractive features for describing the relax-
ation of the periodic honeycomb structure: it attains a
Plateau final state (unlike model 2), it does not lose any
net surfactant mass from interfaces (unlike model 1) and
behaves plausibly even in the limit of large mass trans-
fer coefficients between films (again unlike model 1).

There is however an important outstanding issue with
the model as it currently stands. The velocity of a mate-
rial element at any arbitrary point along interface 2 dif-
fers from the velocity of the material element directly
opposite on interface 3: in other words there is shear
across the thickness of the film5. Since the liquid in the
film has a finite (bulk) viscosity, a shear stress results.
This shear stress can only be supported by a gradient
in total tension along the film. Although it is possible
to envisage a situation in which the spatial changes in
total tension along any given film are negligible com-
pared to the tension change between that film and its
neighbours, such a situation is somewhat contrived: a
model that properly addresses continuous spatial varia-
tions in tensions along films is desirable. Such a model
will however be considerably more numerically expen-
sive than any of those which have been considered here.

4. Conclusions

The model of the T1 process presented in this work
yielded results plausible in many aspects, addressing to
a certain extent the physics missing from previous ex-
isting models such as time-varying surfactant concen-
trations and incorporating inter-film surfactant transfer
due to the Marangoni effect. However, the introduc-
tion of a new surfactant transfer mechanism and time-
varying surface tension gave rise to further complica-
tions and associated problems such as the appearance of
a critical value of the surfactant mass transfer coefficient
D beyond which catastrophic film growth is predicted
(model 1). These issues however may be addressed by
further modifying the model to account e.g. for dif-
ferent surfactant concentrations on different sides of a
given film and/or surfactant exchange between periodic
copies of the system undergoing the T1. Which mecha-
nisms need to be incorporated in models depends on the
physical system being considered: an isolated system

5Shear also arises with model 2, but the situation is less acutethan
in model 3: in the case of model 2 (which purports to describe an
isolated system of 5 films in a frame), the shear vanishes at the pegged
endpoint of the shrinking film.
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of 5 films in a frame (model 2) should behave differ-
ently from a periodic array of hexagons (model 3). Al-
though the T1 evolution process proposed here seems
reasonable, experimental results are also desired in or-
der to test the validity of the model and estimate suitable
values of the empirical mass transfer coefficient D (see
also the appendix). Experimental results may also clar-
ify the extent to which models which treat individual in-
terfaces as spatially uniform entities are appropriate, or
whether consideration of spatial variation (of tensions
and/or surfactant concentrations) within interfaces is es-
sential.

Appendix A. Estimation of mass transfer coefficient

Here an attempt is made to estimate the magnitude of
the surfactant mass transfer coefficient. The surfactant
mass transfer could be driven by two factors: a diffu-
sive effect or a Marangoni effect, whose driving force
would be respectively the difference in static surface
tensions (associated with a difference in surfactant con-
centrations) or the difference in total tensions on con-
nected films. We denote the associated mass transfer
coefficients asDdiff andDmar respectively.

If the mass transfer is diffusively driven across a ver-
tex, then the mass transfer rate would beDmol(c2−c1)/l
whereDmol is the molecular diffusivity (typical order of
magnitude 10−9 m2 s−1), c1 andc2 are surfactant con-
centrations, andl is the distance over which the dif-
ference in surfactant concentrations is realised. If the
concentration change is assumed to be localised where
films meet at a vertex, thenl is simply the vertex size
(physically the tricuspid triangular ‘vertex’ could be up
to about 1 mm in size, but possibly substantially smaller
when the foam is very dry). The difference in static sur-
face tensions (for weak departures from the equilibrium
concentrationc0) would be roughlyǫ(c2 − c1)/c0 (see
Eq. (2) in the main text), with the result that

Ddiff ≈
Dmolc0

ǫl
(A.1)

where a definition analogous to Eq. (3) has been used.
The dimensionless analogue follows (as in the main

text) by scaling lengths byLy, tensions byγ0, concentra-
tions byc0, and times byµ/γ0. The dimensionless mass
transfer coefficient which will be denoted here as̄Ddiff

(to distinguish it from its dimensional analogue) can be
estimated to be

D̄diff ≈
µ

ǫ

Dmol

Lyl
. (A.2)

A system length scaleLy (up to about 1 cm) was cho-
sen as a typical value. We employed the values ofDmol

and l suggested above, and tookµ andǫ values of the
same order of magnitude as reported by Durand and
Stone [28], e.g. around 1 mPa m s and 30 mN m−1

respectively.
Adopting Eq. (A.2), D̄diff is predicted to be about

3 × 10−6 typically. For a drier foam (e.g. a 10 fold
decrease inl), with smaller bubbles (e.g. a 3 fold de-
crease inLy) and with a high surface viscosity surfac-
tant such as bovine albumin (a roughly 30 fold increase
in µ according to Durand and Stone [28] compared to
the surfactant SDS) it may rise up to about 3× 10−3 but
it is still a small parameter for a diffusive drive.

Clearly molecular diffusion is very inefficient at mov-
ing surfactant along films on the time scales of inter-
est for a T1 transformation, so that a convective mech-
anism (see e.g. [46, 47, 48, 49]) needs to be invoked to
transport surfactant from film to film. Adopting full ten-
sion as the driving force for the Marangoni convection
yields a different estimate for the mass transfer coeffi-
cientDmar. First, it can be estimated that

γ1 − γ2

l
≈ µb

umar

h
(A.3)

whereγ1 − γ2 is the change in full tensions of the two
connected interfaces (interfaces 1 and 2; a typical ten-
sion difference of up to 30 mN m−1 in an extreme case
where a growing film becomes depleted in surfactant
and a shrinking film becomes covered with surfactant),
µb is the bulk viscosity (1 mPa s for an aqueous sys-
tem),umar is the (a priori unknown) Marangoni velocity
andh is the thickness across which the Marangoni flow
produces shear (which would be the vertex thickness in
the system adopted in this work where the Marangoni
stresses localise on vertices, but could be substantially
smaller in a continuum model where Marangoni flows
exists on films as well; see Fig. 7). As previously,l de-
notes the length scale along the surface over which the
total tension changes. In the system considered in this
work it is the size of a vertex, since surface tension only
changes between films. However the ‘effective’ l would
be substantially larger were we to consider a continuum
model where full tension changes all the way along a
film (again see Fig. 7).6 For the typical parameter values
mentioned above,umar ≈ 30 m s−1 × (h/l) where (h/l)
is order unity for the system considered in this work or
any other ‘change localised at vertices’ type model, but

6In a continuum model, local Marangoni fluxes would of course
depend on local gradients of full tension. We could howeverdefinethe
parameterl as the difference between spatial averages of full tensions
on interfaces 1 and 2, divided by the gradient of full tensionat the
point where those interfaces meet. The resulting length scale would
be comparable with film lengths.
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l

(b)

l

h

h

(a)

Fig. 7: Zoomed view of a vertex and the films to which it attaches.
Very different values for the ‘thickness to length’ ratioh/l are obtained
depending upon whether the focus is on (a) the vertex itself or (b) on
the films.

is tiny compared to unity otherwise. It is also plausi-
ble thath/l could be time-dependent: tension changes
might be localised near vertices initially, but then spread
out over longer distances to regions where film thick-
nesses are lower.

The Marangoni surfactant flux can be estimated sim-
ply asumarc0, leading to an estimate (via Eqs. (3) and
(A.3))

Dmar ≈
c0

µb

h
l

(A.4)

and hence a dimensionless analogue (denoted here by
D̄mar)

D̄mar ≈
µ

µbLy

h
l
. (A.5)

Hereµ/(µbLy) can be considered as a reciprocal of sur-
face mobility parameter. Choosing values as above
(µ = 1 mPa m s andµb = 1 mPa s andLy =10−2 m),
this quantity would typically be about 100, giving

D̄mar ≈ 100
h
l
. (A.6)

Thus the value ofD̄mar depends crucially on the ratio
of the length scales, namely the thickness scale and the
longitudinal scale,h/l.

For models where tension changes are localised at
vertices, the factorh/l is order unity, soD̄mar could be
as large as 100, well above the critical value observed
for model 1 in this work. However for models in which
tensions vary continuously along films (rather than be-
ing localised at vertices) the relevant value ofh/l and
hence ofD̄mar will be many times smaller (and the val-
ues of 1 and 5 adopted in Fig.s 2, 3 and 6 are therefore
plausible). Exploring the parametric behaviour of the
models presented in the main text over a broad range
of possible surfactant mass transfer coefficients is there-
fore of interest.

List of symbols employed in the main text

ci surfactant concentration on interfacei
D mass transfer coefficient
L length of shrinking film

Lx, Ly length scales of rectangle enclosing T1
x (half)length of growing film
t time
0 the subscript denotes equilibrium values
α half of angle made by the shrinking films
ǫ Gibbs elasticity constant
γi total surface tension on interfacei
µ surface viscosity

List of additional symbols employed in the appendix

Dmol molecular diffusivity
l length scale along vertex or film
h lhickness scale across vertex or film

umar Marangoni velocity
¯ overbar denotes a dimensionless quantity

diff subscript denotes a diffusive mechanism
mar subscript denotes a Marangoni mechanism
µb bulk viscosity
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